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Poolshield FAQ 

 
What preparation is needed before poolshield can be applied? 
All structural defects must be repaired - old paint, dirt and algae need to be sanded of and cleaned surface 
must be dust free and free from contaminants. Surface must be smooth and uneven depressions filled with the 
correct concrete or marblelight grout. Concrete surfaces can be washed off with a 1-% hydrochloric acid 
solution and allowed to dry. 

How smooth must the pool be before I can apply poolshield? 
The smoother the surface - the better will be your end finish - a rough surface is not needed and poolshield 
will not hide tardy work. 

How do I know when the moisture content of the marblelight/concrete is acceptable to start work? 
Doing a moisture test by taping a clear piece of plastic to the surface and checking it after three hours in the 
sun. If there is moisture on the plastic it is too wet. 

What do I use to apply the primer and other parts of Poolshield? 
You will require a short hair roller or 150mm brush - certain synthetic wool rollers will dissolve if used with 
poolshield and contaminate thee laminate. 

How soon after each cote will I be able to apply the next coat? 
The primer requires 2-3 hours after application to have cured. Hi build should be applied immediately at the 
part of the pool that the primer was first applied. This first part should already have cured enough to have 
walked on. 

Will walking on the primer and high build when applying next coats affect the quality of the POOLSHIELD? 
Walking on primer and highbuild with shoes are not recommended -ensure that workers have clean and dry 
feet when walking on primer and high build. Preferably wrap plastic bags on feet and strap with some masking 
tape , etc. 

What will happen if a thundershower or starts to rain halfway through the job? 
It is the responsibility of the applicator to ensure that no rain is expected during application procedures. 
Should there be any indication that rain is going to happen within the next three hours then work should be 
stopped immediately and the pool covered in plastic. Should cured primer or high build get wet during a 
thundershower then it is necessary for the primer and high build to be dry before applying the next coating ( 
DO A WIPE WITH ACETONE WITH LINT FREE RAG BEFORE GOING ON TO NEXT STEP). The suppliers of 
poolshield will need to be certain that no rain is forecast during the period the pool will be done before 
supplying poolshield. 

If I leave any one of the above coatings overnight will I be able to apply the next coatings? 
Poolshield coatings will need to be applied all in the same day, as this is easily achievable. Coatings left 
overnight cannot be subject to guarantees. 

How would I go about repairing a crack where earth movement occurred? 
Special poolshield pastes are available for the purpose of filling the gap. After this is done a strap of CSM 
Fibreglass must be used together with the diluent resin to cover crack. Matt to be at least 200mm wide. 
Thereafter Hi build and topcoat can be applied. 

What guarantee is there on the poolshield system? 
There is a two-year full guarantee on Poolshield as with all pool lining systems problems show within the first 
two years. Thereafter Poolshield a further 3 years is covered, however Poolshield if applied correctly can last 
up to 30 years. 
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How soon after the topcoat has been applied can the pool be filled? 
24 - 48 hours after TOPcoat is applied the pools can be filled. Not before that 

If during the two-day period it rains hard will this affect the quality of the pool and can the pool be filled if 
this happens? 
The applicator needs to ensure that plastic sheeting covers the pool. Adequate durable and reusable fibreglass 
sheeting in 4.2-meter lengths can be purchased from duroplastic 

What effect will creepy crawleys have over a prolonged period on the poolshield lining ? 
There will be no effect-even over many years 

What is the abrasive resistance of poolshield? 
Extremely high - ASTM.D670 Taber abrasion, CS-17 wheel 1kg load at 1000 cycles It does not wear out that is 
why it used as a leading edge material for helicopter and huge turbine blades in the mining industry. 

If for example a child chucks a brick into the swimming pool and it damages the lining how will we be able to 
repair the poolshield - do we have to apply all three coats at the part that is damaged? 
Yes,  after the repair is filled and sanded down. Preferably reapply the HIBUILD again before applying topcoat. 

If there is water seepage behind the laminate - will this affect the poolshield? 
This will not affect the poolshield as the primer coat will make the Poolshield system bond onto the Concrete 
or Marbelite , thus the water will not seep in between the concrete and Poolshield. 

If there are tiled mosaics up to what point must the poolshield go? 
Directly beneath the lowest tile - a 3x3 mm groove must be ground directly underneath where poolshield will 
be laminated. Hibuild must be coated into this groove and filled up with it 

Do I have to remove the tile mosaics on an existing pool and apply poolshield behind the mosaics? 
No - you will be required to grind a 3x3 mm groove immediately bellow the mosaic tiles and poolshields 
coatings will have to be applied in the grove with the groove being filled in by the HIbuild paste before topcoat 
is applied. This is assuming that the tiles are well bonded onto substrate. 

If putting in new tiles how do I get the tiles to bond to the poolshield that has been applied. 
An epoxy bonding paste is available with which to bond the tiles to the poolshield. 

How do I get the tiles to be aligned with the surface of the marblelight? 
Through good workmanship -measuring and having the appropriate depth - good applicators don't have 
misalignments. 

Is Poolshield be available to all applicators? 
No only approved applicators that have been in business for a minimum of 5 years will benefit. 

What is the cost of poolshield per square meter? 
This depends on the applicator; however recommended price to do the job including labour should be about 
R100/m2. See website for calculating your area of your pool. 

How do I apply each cote of poolshield? 
As instructed and demonstrated with your first pool - see website and follow step by step instructions. 

If I purchased enough parts of poolshield and have a half-full tin of one or more parts of poolshield will I be 
able to use it for the next pool? 
No. The wastage per pool needs to be calculated and built into the cost at most R4, 00 per square meter 

What if it's a very cold day -how will it effect the laminate? 
Applicators need to ensure that the substrate temperature is a minimum of 10 degrees Celsius 3 
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If I have a specific dark colour that needs to be repaired - will you have it colour coded to match the colour 
on your chart? 
The colours on our chart are always mixed in the exact same formula -there can however be detectable 
differences in colour due to the different ages of the TOPcoats and batches always check to see that they 
match up before starting the job. 

How does UV affect the colours and TOPcoat? 
Poolshield is made of high quality polymers and should weather the UV as good as any yacht or high quality 
fibreglass product. 


